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Abstract— Image resolution enhancement algorithms, in
spatial domain (viz., bicubic, data dependent triangulation and
edge directed interpolation) and transform domain (viz.,
wavelet and DCT) were implemented and their performances
were compared. It was concluded that discrete cosine
transform (DCT) based image resolution enhancement
algorithm performs better than the other methods. DCT based
image resolution enhancement algorithm is very simple to
implement and has the additional advantage of being able to
produce high resolution images whose size need not necessarily
be a multiple of two. DCT based video resolution enhancement
algorithm was implemented and tested its performance in
Simulink. It was concluded that this algorithm would be very
suitable for video resolution enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

OOR visibility and fog conditions have caused serious
problems in the area of air, land and sea navigation.
These conditions have hampered aviation since its inception
[1]. Airplane crashes, canceled landing and take-offs due to
fog and poor visibility have economic impact on airlines,
transport services etc. Pilot could land the aircraft if he
could see well enough through the fog and poor visibility to
find out the runway and any obstacles. This could be
achieved by integrating data from several imaging sensors to
produce enhanced vision required by the pilot. Image
resolution enhancement is also desirable in many
applications such as surveillance, medical imaging and
remote sensing.
In general, imaging sensors used in the cockpit could have
different resolutions. In order to produce an integrated
image to be presented to the pilot, images from the different
sensors should have the same resolution. For this purpose
several image resolution enhancement algorithms have been
proposed in literature [2-10]. In this report, both spatial
(viz., bicubic, data dependent triangulation and edge
directed interpolation) and transform domain (wavelet and
DCT) image resolution enhancement algorithms are
implemented and their performances compared.

II. SPATIAL DOMAIN METHODS
A. Bicubic Interpolation
This method is widely used every where, because it gives
good results compared to the bilinear and nearest
neighborhood interpolation algorithms at the cost of
computation time. Bicubic method improves the model of
the brightness function by approximating it locally by a
bicubic polynomial surface. Sixteen neighboring points are
used for interpolation. Bicubic interpolation preserves fine
details in the image very well. The principle of bicubic
interpolation is illustrated in Fig-1[2], where, H and L are
high resolution (dotted grid) and low resolution (solid grid)
images respectively.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Bi-cubic interpolation
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B. Data Dependent Triangulation Method [3]
It is a recent and popular image interpolation algorithm in
spatial domain. The advantage of this algorithm is edgedirected reconstruction, i.e., it matches the edges in the
image and improves the reconstructed image. Consider a
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Fig. 2. Illustration of triangulation in a four-pixel square

case that there is an edge passing between a square of four
pixels. If the edge cuts off one corner, the magnitude of one
pixel would be different from the other three pixels. One
should not use this pixel to interpolate a high resolution
pixel within flat region. Bilinear interpolation suffers from
edge blurring since it uses all four pixels in the interpolation
process. Let the pixels a , b , c have the same magnitude and
pixel d is a higher magnitude than these three pixels as
shown in Fig-2. This means that a , b and c define a flat
region and d is different from the other three pixels.
Connect diagonal ac to form triangles abc and adc . If
b or d is most different pixel, then the edge should be
ac otherwise bd will be the edge. In this case, ac is the
edge.
C. New Edge Directed Interpolation [4-6]
Classical linear interpolation methods fail to capture the
fast developing statistics around edges and results in blurred
edges and annoying artifacts in the interpolated image. Edge
directed interpolation would preserve the edges. It estimates
local covariance coefficients from a low-resolution image
and these covariance estimates are used in the interpolation
at a higher resolution based on the geometric duality
between the low-resolution covariance and the highresolution covariance.
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A. Wavelet transform [7,8]
The most commonly used algorithms for image
interpolation are linear and bi-linear interpolation for oneand two-dimensional data, respectively. These simple
algorithms are usually sufficient for a rough estimate of the
interpolated value, but can give erroneous results when high
precision is needed. In general high resolution image is
constructed from low resolution image directly by applying
spatial domain interpolation methods. The statistical spatial
domain interpolation methods will not yield good results,
because the unknown pixel value is estimated by
approximation of neighboring pixels. Wavelet transform
decomposes the image into four sub band images such as
LL, LH, HL and HH. Where LL contains the overall
information, LH and HL contains the vertical and horizontal
information and HH contains the diagonal information.
Image resolution enhancement can be done by considering
the low resolution image as LL and other sub band images
as zeros of same size of low resolution image as shown in
Fig-3, since the human eyes are very less sensitive to
luminance than chrominance. High resolution image can be
obtained by taking the inverse wavelet transform on these
sub band images.
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Fig. 3. Conventional wavelet domain image interpolation

B. Discrete Cosine Transform [9,10]
The DCT based algorithms are generally developed for
compressing the audios and videos, for reducing the storage
capacity. DCT is applied for Image Resolution
Enhancement, because it supports stretching the image with
negligible loss. The important property of DCT is its
efficient energy compaction and concentration of most of
the power in the lower frequencies. This is important
because the HVS (Human Visual Systems) is always very
less sensitive to luminance than chrominance.
DCT coefficients (Lˆ ) are computed from low resolution
image (L) and zeros are padded as shown in Fig-4. IDCT is
performed on the resulting coefficients to get the high

1. Root mean square error (RMSE) [11]

resolution image.
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Fig. 4. DCT based image resolution enhancement
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Computed as the root mean square error of the
corresponding pixels in the reference image H r and the
obtained high resolution image H .
2. Percentage fit error (PFE) [12]

IV. SIMULINK MODEL
The DCT based image Resolution enhancement algorithm
is implemented in MATLAB-SIMULIMK to explore the
capability of this algorithm for video resolution
enhancement. The implementation of algorithm in Simulink
is shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
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norm( H r − H )
* 100
norm( H r )

(4)

where norm is the operator to compute the largest
singular value. Computed as the norm of the difference
between the corresponding pixels of reference image
and obtained high resolution image to the norm of the
reference image.
3. Mean absolute error (MAE) [11]
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MAE is the mean absolute error of the corresponding
pixels in reference and obtained high resolution images.
Fig. 5. DCT based video resolution enhancement sub-block

V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS

Performance of the above discussed interpolation
algorithms are evaluated using the following metrics:

4. Peak signal to noise ration (PSNR) [12]
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where L in the number of gray levels in the image. Its
value will be high when the high resolution and
reference images are similar. Higher value implies
better reconstruction of high resolution image.
5. Mutual information (MI) [13]
M N
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⎟ (7)
MI = ∑∑ hH r H (i, j ) log 2 ⎜
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⎝ r
⎠
Larger value implies better image quality. Where h is the

normalized histogram.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The original image (flower) of size 256x256 is shown in
Fig-7a. It is taken as the referece image. Low resolution
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS

Fig. 6. DCT based video resolution enhancement

RMSE
PFE
MAE
PSNR
MI
Proc.
time(sec.)

Bi-cubic
7.11
7.07
3.26
39.64
1.35

DDT
11.75
11.69
5.56
37.46
1.27

NEDI
8.58
8.53
4.14
38.83
1.31

Wavelet
8.21
8.16
3.83
39.02
1.32

DCT
5.28
5.25
2.6
40.94
1.40

0.656

0.719

115.72

0.110

0.281

image is derived from this reference image by image
decomposition using wavelet transform. The size of the low
resolution image is 128x128 and is shown in Fig-7b. High
resolution image is reconstructed using the above discussed
interpolation methods and compared with reference image.
High resolution image obtained from bicubic interpolation
and corresponding error image are shown in Fig-8a and 8b
respectively. Fig-9 and Fig-10 shows the high resolution
image obtained from DDT and NEDI respectively.
Similarly, Fig-11 and Fig-12 shows the high resolution
image obtained from wavelet and DCT respectively.
Performance evaluation metrics are provided in Table 1. The
parameters shown in bold indicate best performance. From
the results it is observed that for this data DCT performed
better compared to the others. Edge directed interpolation
algorithm preserves edges as shown in Fig-9, but it takes
more computational time. The 1st frame of LR and HR video
are shown in Fig-13. The root mean square error is shown in
Fig-14. It is observed that the error is within ± 3 pixels
which shows the robustness of the algorithm and its
capability to video resolution enhancement.
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Fig. 7a. Original image

Fig. 7b. Low resolution image (LR)

VII. CONCLUSION
Image resolution enhancement algorithms, in spatial (viz.,
bicubic, data dependent triangulation and edge directed
interpolation) and transform domain (viz., wavelet and
DCT), are presented and their performances compared. It is
concluded that DCT based image resolution enhancement
algorithm performs better compared to the other methods.
DCT based image resolution enhancement algorithm is very
simple to implement and has the additional advantage of
being able to produce high resolution images whose size
need not necessarily be a multiple of two. DCT based video
resolution enhancement algorithm is implemented and
performance is tested in Simulink. It is concluded that this
algorithm would be very suitable for video resolution
enhancement.
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Fig. 8. a) HR and b) error image by bicubic interpolation
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Fig. 9. a) HR and b) error image by DDT
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Fig. 10. a) HR and b) error image by NEDI
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Fig. 11. a) HR and b) error image by wavelets
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Fig. 12. a) HR and b) error image by DCT

Fig. 13a. LR video (1st frame)

Fig. 14. Root mean square error of video

Fig. 13b. HR video (1st frame)

